Issues and opportunities for the application of the numerical likelihood ratio framework to forensic speaker comparison
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Abstract

Across forensic speech science, the likelihood ratio is increasingly becoming accepted as the “logically and legally correct” [1] framework for the expression of expert conclusions. However, there remain a number of theoretical and practical shortcomings in the procedures applied for computing LRs based on speech evidence. In this paper we review how the LR is currently applied to speaker comparison evidence and outline three specific areas which deserve further investigation; namely statistical modelling, issues relating to the relevant population [2] and the combination of LRs from correlated parameters. We then consider future directions for confronting these issues and discuss the implications for forensic comparison evidence more generally.
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1. Introduction

This paper provides an overview of the fundamental theoretical principles and practical procedures involved in the application of the numerical likelihood ratio (LR) to forensic speaker comparison (FSC) evidence. More importantly, this paper considers three specific areas for concern with current LR practises as applied to FSC and explores potential directions for future work. These issues relate to statistical modelling, the definition of the relevant population and collection of reference data, and the combination of correlated parameters into an overall LR (OLR). We believe that these concerns also have broader
implications for the application of the numerical LR across all forensic disciplines involving comparison evidence.

1.1 Auditory-acoustic forensic speaker comparison

Forensic speaker comparison (FSC) typically involves a disputed recording of an unknown offender (e.g. threatening phone call, recording of an assault) and a known sample of the suspect (commonly a police interview). The expert is instructed to conduct an assessment and comparison of the speech patterns in both samples. On the basis of the expert testimony the trier of fact is responsible for assessing whether the disputed and known samples contain the voice of the same or different individuals. This decision informs the ultimate issue [3] of the innocence or guilt of the defendant. In the UK, FSC accounts for the majority of casework undertaken by forensic speech scientists (c. 70%, French p.c.).

FSC evidence is analysed using a range of different procedures (for an overview see Gold and French [4]). Of the FSC evidence currently admitted in the Courts, a large proportion (in Europe [4]) involves the analysis of traditional linguistic-phonetic parameters by forensic phoneticians (FPs) using auditory-phonetic plus acoustic-phonetic techniques (AuPA + AcPA [4]). AuPA + AcPA is a combined approach based on detailed analytical listening and quantification using acoustic analysis. Commonly, FPs would consider a range of segmental (incl. production of individual consonants and vowels), suprasegmental (incl. intonation, pitch, rhythm, speech rate), pathological (incl. stuttering etc.) higher-order linguistic (incl. lexical choice, syntax) and non-linguistic (incl. clicks, hesitation phenomena) parameters in a FSC case.

1.2 Expression of conclusions

Currently, FPs implement a variety of conclusion frameworks as laid down by laws, regulations and employers in different jurisdictions. The majority of experts (38% of 34 practitioners in [4]) use some form of hierarchical classical probability scale (CPS). CPSs involve an expression of the probability of the recordings containing the same or different speaker(s) given the combined weight of the linguistic parameters analysed (below).
Consistent with developments in other forensic disciplines, arguments have been made for the implementation of a more scientifically grounded conclusion framework in FSC [5, 7] which avoids the expression of “inappropriate” [8] conclusions made on the basis of information beyond that of the evidential recordings. The move away from expressions of posterior probability has been termed the “paradigm shift” [9] and relates primarily to the adoption of the Bayesian likelihood ratio (LR).

2. Background

2.1 The Likelihood Ratio (LR)

General descriptions of the LR and the use of Bayes’ theorem for assessing uncertainty in the Courtroom can be found in Aitken and Stoney [10], Robertson and Vignaux [11] and Aitken and Taroni [2]. The validity of the LR in terms of its application to forensic comparison evidence can be found in responses to the England and Wales Appeal Court ruling in R v T [12] (Evett et al. [13], Morrison [14], Berger et al. [15]). The conceptual validity of the LR for the expression of expert FSC conclusions has also been outlined by Champod and Meuwley [16], Rose [17] and Morrison [8].
The LR provides a gradient estimation of the strength of the evidence based on the ratio of probability \( p \) of the evidence \( E \) given \( (\cdot) \) the prosecution hypothesis \( (H_p) \) and the probability of evidence given the defence hypothesis \( (H_d) \). The odds form of the LR is defined in Eq. (1):

\[
\frac{p(E|H_p)}{p(E|H_d)}
\]

Applied to FSC evidence, the likelihood ratio (LR) consists of an assessment of the similarity between the KS and DS with regard to a given parameter and the typicality of those values [17, 18] within the wider, relevant population [2]. Quantification of the typicality of between-and within-speaker variation is conducted based on models generated from a sample of the relevant population. Such a sample is termed the ‘reference data’.

The outcome is a value centred on one, such that LRs of greater than one offer support for \( H_p \), and LRs of less than one offer support for \( H_d \) [19]. The magnitude of the LR determines how much more likely the evidence would be given \( H_x \) than \( H_y \) [20]. A LR of five, for instance, should be interpreted as the evidence being five times more likely assuming the hypothesis that the recordings contain the voice of the same speaker than assuming the hypothesis that different-speakers were involved.

2.2 Application of the LR to AuPA + AcPA FSC

There has been a relatively strong representation of the LR in FSC, with roughly 20% of experts using either a numerical or verbal LR [4]. Development of the LR framework in the field of FP is largely thanks to a small community of researchers. The work in this area has predominantly focused on two main areas: assessing speaker discrimination using a numerical LR and the overall improvement in methodologies for the computation of LRs.

The application of the LR framework to AuPA + AcPA FSC has focused almost exclusively on vowels. In terms of their speaker-discriminatory potential, mid-point approaches [21, 22, 23, 24, 25], formant trajectories [26, 27, 28, 29] and long-term formant distributions [30, 31] have all been analysed. Comparatively, the same attention has not been given to consonants.
and additional parameters, although a limited set of studies has considered non-vocalic parameters [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38]. Such studies highlight that considerably more research is needed into the speaker discriminatory value of consonants and non-segmental parameters using a numerical LR framework.

Methodological advances for the computation of LRs have also been made. In particular studies have considered the appropriateness and performance of different statistical modelling techniques [25, 35, 39, 40]. Research has also focused on issues of correlation [41, 42, 43, 44, 45], delimitation of the relevant population [46, 47, 48], the amount of reference data needed [49, 46, 50], system calibration [51, 44, 52] as well as measures of validity and reliability [44, 52].

2.3 Complexity of speech evidence

However, a substantial issue for the application of the LR to FSC, and one which has been consistently overlooked in the literature, is the complexity of naturally occurring spontaneous speech as evidence. Speech is inherently variable, such that no two utterances produced by the same individual are identical. Such intra-speaker variability separates speech from other forms of forensic evidence (such as DNA) in that \( p(E|H_0) \) can never be 1. Variability in the speech of the same individual can be caused by numerous extraneous factors (incl. time of day, emotional state, interlocutor and topic) and the maximal extent of potential intra-speaker variability is not well understood by current models of phonetics, phonology or sociolinguistics.

Variation between speakers is also highly conditional on a number of factors. Inter-speaker variation is determined by biological and anatomical factors (vocal tract length accounts in part for fundamental frequency), as well as systemic-phonological (in the South of England the words bath and trap are produced with different vowels, whereas in the North both are [a]) and social factors (incl. regional background, age, sex, socio-economic background, ethnicity) [54, 55, 56]. Such grouping variables interact with each other and affect different linguistic-phonetic parameters in different ways.
Given potentially high within-speaker variation and the numerous grouping factors which determine the distribution of between-speaker variation, it is unsurprising that many traditional linguistic-phonetic parameters offer relatively low speaker-discriminatory potential. As such FPs generally prefer a componential approach to AuPA + AcPA FSC. However, of the potentially numerous parameters a FP may analyse in a given case many form highly correlated sub-systems due to physiological, phonological and social factors. The correlation structure of the data must be appropriately accounted for in order for the resulting OLR to be a meaningful representation of the strength of evidence.

Further, unlike other forms of forensic evidence the range of parameters analysed in a componential AuPA + AcPA approach means that FPs deal with both discrete (frequency counts primarily for consonantual and higher-order parameters) and continuous (incl. formant frequencies and f0 (pitch)) data. Although much of the continuous data are assumed to be normally distributed, non-normally distributed data are also common in FSC. In addition, values within-speakers may display a different distribution to those between-speakers even for the same parameter.

Finally, forensic speech samples are an inherently complex form of linguistic data. Under forensic conditions the recording/transmission technology of speech and the conditions under which speech is obtained are often compromised. Incriminating samples are increasingly recorded via mobile telephone. Both telephone bandwidth restrictions and mobile phone codecs have been shown to artificially attenuate the speech signal (particularly affecting formant frequencies: [57, 58, 59, 60]), which is not present in direct, high quality recordings made during police interviews. Low signal-to-noise ratio in criminal recordings, caused by high levels of background noise or overlapping speech, is also problematic for analytical purposes. Further, there is typically a mismatch in the conditions in which the criminal and suspect speech samples are elicited. Criminal samples are often made in situations of elevated emotional states (e.g. arguments), considerable physical activity (e.g. during an assault), or intoxication. These samples are then compared to suspect recordings that have been made in very different conditions (i.e. a different setting, with a different interlocutor, sober).

3. Issues
Despite the considerable progress made over the last 12 years, the complexities of speech as a form of comparison evidence have largely been overlooked or oversimplified. As such there remain issues with methodological procedures. In particular we highlight three primary areas for development: alternative modelling techniques, defining the relevant population and collecting reference data, and accounting for correlations between parameters.

Whilst these issues have previously been considered to varying extents, the complexity of the problems has often been overlooked and the solutions offered are not without fault. In order to ensure a valid and reliable estimation of the strength of evidence (in line with Daubert [61]), it is important that further attention is directed towards more appropriate and ultimately successful solutions. In the following sections we assess each issue in turn considering the evolution of current procedures, their shortcomings and potential directions for future research.

3.1 Statistical modelling

When calculating a LR the conceptual framework remains consistent, but there are a number of mathematical procedures that can be used to arrive at a numerical value. In FP the different procedures used are selected in relation to the characteristics of the data distributions. Aitken and Taroni [2] state that “for any particular type of evidence the distribution of the characteristic [parameter] is important. This is so that it may be possible to determine the rarity or otherwise of any particular observation.” Therefore, it is important to use the model that best fits the distribution of the data in the calculation of LRs in order to represent the strength of evidence as accurately as possible.

As outlined in §2.3, AuPA + AcPA FSC is a particularly complicated form of expert evidence which deals with both continuous and discrete data in various different forms. Clearly for FP, not all parameters behave in the same manner. That is to say that not all parameters are distributed in the same way when it comes to capturing patterns in the population. For example, one parameter may have a higher degree of occasion-to-occasion variation while another parameter is much more consistent in its variation. For this reason, selecting the best fit model for data is a vital part in any LR calculation.
At this point in time, there have been a limited number of models used in the calculation of LRs in FP and these have primarily been restricted to continuous parameters. The most commonly employed models are Lindley [62], multivariate kernel density (MVKD; Aitken and Lucy [63]), and the Gaussian mixture model – universal background model (GMM-UBM; Reynolds et al. [64]) procedures. The Lindley model is used for calculating LRs with univariate data and assumes that values both within- and between-speakers are normally distributed. Much of the early LR literature used Lindley to compute strength of evidence in order to assess the discriminatory potential [21, 27, 65]. The appropriateness of Lindley for modelling traditional acoustic-phonetic data (primarily vowel formants) has also been assessed directly in [66, 67].

The MVKD model proposed by Aitken and Lucy [63] is used in the calculation of LRs for multivariate data. It is able to account for variance within a group as well as between groups and assumes normality for variation within a group; however, the estimation of variance for between groups uses a kernel density model [39]. The MVKD approach is the formula which has been applied most often in the FP LR literature, primarily due to the fact that linguistic data is commonly multivariate (i.e. parameters consist of multiple elements). MVKD has almost exclusively been used to compute LRs using vowel formant data [26, 28], but has also been applied to F0 parameters [36] and articulation rate [38].

The mathematical procedure for MVKD bases its estimates of both the within- and between-group (group = speaker) variance on distributions in the population database (reference database), which includes sets of measurements from the relevant population. Group means are used in the MVKD model and “the between group distribution is modelled via a summation of a set of equally-weighted kernels … Each kernel is a Gaussian whose covariance matrix is a scaled version of the pooled within-group covariance matrix” (Morrison [39]).

The third model (GMM-UBM) is commonly applied in ASR (i.e. [67, 69]) but has also been used to calculate LRs in traditional FSC [30, 24, 31]. GMM-UBM, like MVKD, can accommodate multivariate data; however, GMM-UBM models the data differently to MVKD. GMM-UBM utilises GMMs to characterise distributions instead of kernel densities (i.e. MVKD). The most significant difference between GMM-UBM and MVKD is that the background model for GMM-UBM is person independent and compared against a model of
person-specific parameter characteristics when comparing same (SS) and different (DS) speaker pairs [64]. Morrison [39] further explains that:

The UBM is trained using the expectation–maximisation (EM) algorithm. Rather than building the suspect model from scratch using the often limited amount of known-voice data, it is created by copying the UBM then using a maximum a posteriori (MAP) procedure to adapt its weights, mean vectors, and covariance matrices towards a better fit to the known-voice data (in the most widely used variant of the procedure only the means are adapted).

Previous research [39, 70] has shown GMM-UBM to perform both better and worse than the MVKD model, and success is dependent on trialling the model on data sets and comparing results.

Selecting an appropriate model requires careful examination of the data distributions for a given parameter. Although the MVKD is currently selected most frequently for use in LR calculations, it has been found that the MVKD model is not sufficient for capturing distributions accurately for all parameters, namely some of those which are discrete. In response to this problem, new models have been proposed for clicks (a discrete parameter in FP) by Aitken and Gold [40]. The continued development of such models allows for a more thorough implementation of all types of speech data, because at present not all parameters can be put into the LR framework.

3.2 Defining the relevant population and collecting reference data

Theoretically the relevant population in a given case is defined by the defence hypothesis (Hd). However, a significant problem is that in many jurisdictions the defence may offer a non-specific alternative hypothesis, or no alternative at all. In such cases, the expert requires a default defence hypothesis which is more specific than ‘it was someone else in the population’. Similarly, in LR-based research it is necessary to have an underlying (if not explicit) default definition of the relevant population in order to assess typicality.

The concept of logical relevance (Kaye [71, 72]) is an approach which has previously been adopted in FSC research. It refers to broad grouping variables which may affect the frequency of the given parameter(s) under analysis in the wider population. Following logical
relevance, Rose claims that the relevant population should be controlled for language (broadly defined as regional background) and sex [19] (i.e. ‘it wasn’t the suspect, it was another male speaker of Australian English), and that within-speaker variation should be modelled using non-contemporaneous samples from speakers in the reference data [73, 74, 75]. This default $H_0$ has been reflected in the majority of LR-based studies using traditional acoustic-phonetic parameters [32, 21, 42, 66]

However, the Rose [19] default fails to capture the considerable multidimensionality and complexity of within- and between-speaker variation (§2.3). Despite Loakes’ [76] claim that “tighter constraints on social variables might also need to be applied to population selection”, such additional potentially logically relevant factors have consistently been overlooked by the community of FVC researchers working within the numerical LR framework. Further, given the numerous factors known to affect intra-speaker variability any model of within-speaker variation based solely on non-contemporaneity will necessarily be underoptimistic relative to the facts of the case at trial.

A conceptual problem with logical relevance is the paradox that without knowing who the offender is, it is not possible to be certain what the population is of which he is a member (in terms of regional background, sex, age, etc.). As an alternative, Morrison et al. [47] propose that the reference data should consist of similar sounding speakers to the offender as judged by lay listeners, since the evidential samples are submitted for expert analysis by a lay listener (usually a police officer) on the basis of perceived similarity across the recordings. As such, the relevant population is defined by a single subjective grouping variable (‘similarity’).

The primary issue with this approach is the assumption that speaker similarity should be judged by a panel of lay listeners. Perceptual dialectology [77] and ear witness reliability research (Bull and Clifford [78, 79], Watt [80]) suggests listeners’ own linguistic backgrounds (amongst other things) affect judgments of speaker similarity. Therefore Morrison et al.’s [47] claim that the panel of lay listeners should consist of “police officer(s) (or other appropriate listener(s))” fails to account for the numerous factors which are known to affect listeners’ similarity judgments. Studies [80, 81] also reveal that even listeners from the same speech community are sensitive to different elements of the acoustic signal and as such are often linguistically erratic when assessing similarity. As such the relevant
population is likely to be inconsistent with regard to demographic features such as sex and age; an assumption which is unsustainable if the relevant population is to be consistent across all forms of forensic evidence in a given case.

A consequence of the linguistically erratic nature of lay listeners’ similarity judgements is also that the resulting set of reference data is not replicable and the decisions upon which an assessment of sufficient similarity are not transparent for the trier-of-fact. Finally, in determining which samples to present to the panel of lay listeners the expert necessarily makes subjective, categorical decisions over the demographic make-up of the relevant population even if such controls are only as broad as language or general regional background [47]. The motivation for controlling certain factors and ignoring others before presenting the samples to the panel is unclear.

Finally, there are a number of practical issues related to the collection of reference data from the relevant population. The first relates to the lack of available reference data from which to quantify typicality [82]. Broadly there are two alternatives to this problem: using tailored reference data collected on a case-by-case basis [22] or use existing ‘off-the-shelf’ databases (large (non-)forensic corpora). However, there will inevitably be some mismatch between the reference data and the facts of the case at trial with regard to social and stylistic factors. The extent to which such mismatch affects the resulting LR has received relatively little attention in the literature (other than Hughes and Foulkes [46], Hughes [83]).

The second issue is the amount of reference data needed. A small number of FSC studies have addressed the effect of small samples, with both Ishihara and Kinoshita [49] and Hughes and Foulkes [46] finding that LRs are generally unstable and misrepresentative with small amounts of reference data. Aside from Hughes [83] and Rose [84], relatively little attention has been directed towards addressing how large the set of reference data needs to be in order to achieve a precise estimate of strength of evidence.

### 3.3 Correlations

According to naïve Bayes [85], numerical LRs from separate biometric parameters may be combined using simple multiplication provided there is an assumption of mutual
independence. This is because unless parameters are truly independent there is a risk of overestimating the strength of evidence by measuring the same parameter multiple times. However, as outlined above a significant problem for AuPA + AcPA FSC is the multitude of potential correlations both within- and between-parameters.

The issue of how best to account for correlations has received considerable attention in the FSC LR literature. In early LR-based studies using traditional linguistic-phonetic parameters, the problem of applying naïve Bayes assumptions of independence to multivariate strength of evidence was often acknowledged, but ultimately ignored. Kinoshita [32] used naïve Bayes to combine LRs based on the best performing set of formant predictors from a set of short vowels, /m/, and /ʃ/ into a single expression of posterior probability. Similarly, Alderman [21] generated an overall LR (OLR) from different vowel formant predictors using naïve Bayes in order to compare the speaker-discriminatory performance of different combinations of parameters (and individual features of parameters).

Rose, Osanai and Kinoshita [65] display a more overt awareness of the issues surrounding correlation within- and between-parameters. In their study of the discriminatory performance of formants compared with segmental cepstra from /ɔːʃn/, linear regression was applied to assess the degree of correlation between individual formants and individual cepstral coefficients extracted from a single phoneme. Whilst LRs were combined into an OLR using an assumption of independence, between-parameter correlation was not explicitly tested because “it was assumed that, given the very different phonetic nature of the three segments used, there was unlikely to be much correlation between all but their highest formants” [65].

The development of LR modelling techniques has brought with it the capability to deal with more appropriately with the complexities of correlation. Aitken and Lucy’s [63] MVKD formula treats the set of data upon which LRs are computed as multivariate data and as such is able to account for within-segment correlation. Rose et al. [41] investigated the comparative performance of the multivariate LR approach and the naïve Bayes assumption of independence. The naïve Bayes approach was shown to overestimate the strength of SS and DS LRs compared with the more conservative MVKD model. Performance, in terms of the proportion of errors, was also better assuming independence, leading Rose et al. to conclude that “the ‘correct’ formula is still not exploiting all the discriminability in the speech data
(and as such) the Idiot’s approach [naïve Bayes] is still preferable” [41], irrespective of the fact that it produces misrepresentative estimates of the strength of evidence.

Most recently logistic regression fusion has been adopted as the primary means of accounting for potential correlation between linguistic-phonetic parameters in LR-based FSC. Fusion is a form of “back-end processing” [24] which attaches weights to parameters based on correlations between LRs from individual parameters, rather than considering correlations in the data. Fusion was developed within the field of automatic speaker recognition (ASR) (Brümmer et al. [86], Gonzalez-Rodriguez et al. [87], Ramos Castro [88]) and has since been applied in a number of studies using traditional phonetic parameters [23, 28, 44, 75] leading Rose and Winter [24] to claim that fusion is one of the “main advances” to have emerged from automatic methods.

Fusion is currently the only alternative to a naïve Bayes approach for LR-based FP analysis. However, there are also a number of potential problems with fusion. Firstly, back-end processing, as the name suggests, deals with correlations after the generation of numerical LRs. Therefore, as suggested by Rose [23] “it is … possible … that two segments which are not correlated by virtue of their internal structure and which therefore should be naively combined, nevertheless have LRs which do correlate”. Equally the reverse is also possible, whereby correlated parameters generate non-correlated LRs. More broadly, there is also an issue of efficiency. Since fusion is implemented after the generation of LRs, the original analysis may unnecessarily include a number of highly correlated parameters which offer limited combined strength of evidence.

4. Discussion

The aim of this paper has not been to critique the work that has been previously carried out, but to raise awareness to those areas in LR methods that would benefit from further research. In this section we consider directions for potential alternative to current procedures and directions for future work.

4.1 Statistical modelling
In respect of modelling, it is of our opinion that research in this area would benefit from closer work with forensic statisticians. This would allow for informed decisions to be made at different stages of the LR modelling process. Such collaborative work should primarily focus on developing models for parameters which are not currently considered [as in 40] within the LR framework. Given that the combination of multiple parameters in FSC is preferred [4], it is important to include as many possible parameters to achieve a combined estimation of the strength of evidence.

This is considered preferable to restricting FSC to those parameters which can conveniently be modelled using existing procedures. Through a collaborative effort it is hoped that models can be created to fit the distributions of specific phonetic and linguistic parameters rather than shoe-horning FP parameters into existing models. Finally, it is also important to consider the limitations and strengths of the models currently being used in FSC through further empirical testing and analysis.

4.2 Defining the relevant population

We are broadly in agreement with Morrison et al. [47] that the relevant population should consist of similar-sounding speakers to the offender (Brümmer and de Villers [89]). However, we are of the opinion that lay-listeners should not judge similarity, but rather that similarity is judged by a linguistically informed expert. By allowing the expert to make informed judgements of similarity the outcome will be a set of reference data which is coherent in terms of sociolinguistically, logically relevant grouping variables.

The overarching message is that whilst social and stylistic variability makes speech an unusually complex forensic medium, it should not be overlooked or ignored. Rather structured variation offers an invaluable resource for assessing typicality and, unlike other forms of forensic evidence, is available to the expert directly from the speech signal itself. Speaker similarity judged by an expert is also consistent with the underlying assumption of a single relevant population across all expert evidence presented to the Court and is in line with current procedures in ASR and other forensic disciplines (e.g. DNA).
Future research should concentrate on how a nuanced view of the social and stylistic structure of within- and between-speaker variation may provide a more meaningful estimation of the strength of evidence. Developing from Hughes and Foulkes [46] it is essential that there is more testing of the extent to which social and stylistic factors are logically relevant for given parameters in narrowly defined speech communities. Future work should also develop on procedures outlined in Morrison, Rose and Zhang [48] towards compiling forensically realistic, openly available databases for extracting reference data and quantifying typicality. This is particularly important in the British English context, since population statistics are currently only available for a small number of parameters (f0 [90], articulation rate [38], click rate [91]) in a limited number of speech communities (primarily young male Standard Southern British English (SSBE) speakers).

4.3 Correlations

Given the potential limitations of fusion as highlighted by Rose and Winter [24], it is first and foremost important to empirically test whether back-end processing captures the same correlations as those in the original linguistic/phonetic data. The results of such empirical tests should be used to determine whether fusion it is an appropriate solution to the combination of correlated parameters in FSC. If it is the case that correlations found in the data are comparable to those that exist between LRs, we nonetheless believe that it remains preferable to develop a form of ‘front-end processing’ to account for correlations. As such, there would be a conscious awareness of correlations between the parameters under analysis, prior to the extraction of any numerical data. An alternative avenue to fusion could lie with the development of graphical models or a complete Bayesian network for speech evidence (Aitken and Taroni [2], Taroni et al. [92]). A Bayesian network would aim to create a ‘front-end’ mathematical model of interdependencies between speech parameters in order to appropriately combine parameters.

A model of front-end processing would need to consider three factors. Firstly, predicted correlations made on the basis of established linguistic and phonetic theory. Secondly, there should be quantification of overall between-parameter, between-speaker correlations within homogeneous communities of speakers. Thirdly, a more fine-grained assessment of relationships between parameters must also be considered which assesses the individual
rather than the group. This is because in real casework the magnitude of correlations between parameters in the criminal sample and the suspect sample must be determined on the basis of prior testing. If the correlations within individuals are unknown, this could lead to misguided combinations of parameters, and a misrepresentative estimation of the strength of evidence. Crucially the issue of correlation applies both to experts working in a LR framework, who must account for naïve Bayes, as well as those working in other frameworks where the expert personally selects parameters to consider and combine in casework.

5. Conclusion

It is our view that given the current state of the field, work on the three issues highlighted in this paper is central to the development of the numerical LR framework as applied to FSC. However, that is not to say that future development should be isolated to only these issues. Rather, there remain both theoretical and practical difficulties involved with the application of the LR to speech evidence. With the growth of LR work it is our responsibility that existing procedures are continually reviewed and improved. Even if acceptable performance is achieved there will always be room for improvement.

Whilst we have outlined specific problems and areas for future growth, it is essential that all future work continues to acknowledge and consider the importance of the linguistic and phonetic principles underlying the data. It is our view that when carrying out research under an LR framework it is vital that methodological decisions are informed by basic linguistic knowledge. By building on the work already carried out, acknowledging limitations of current procedures, and seeking linguistically and phonetically informed solutions we are able to aim for a more transparent and flexible LR framework. This will improve the extent to which we are able to capture the true complexity of linguistic data and ultimately provide more meaningful and accurate estimations of the strength of evidence.

Finally, such issues are not exclusively restricted to FSC and are readily discussed in other forensic disciplines [93, 94, 95]. Whilst the complexity of speech as evidence causes considerable difficulties for the application of the LR framework to FSC, it also means that speech is the ideal testing ground for the development of procedures which will be of value to other forensic disciplines. In this way the complexity of speech offers a unique opportunity
for speech to be at the forefront of the “paradigm shift” towards the application of the LR to all forms of forensic evidence.
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